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FOLLOWING YOU. FOLLOWING THE SUN.

The Konza Portable Solar Tracker is undeniably unique for two reasons:

1. You can take it anywhere — it’s made for portability.
2. It senses and adjusts to the brightest point in the sky, even in overcast conditions.

Some solar devices track the sun, but aren’t portable. Other solar devices are portable, but don’t track the sun.

Meet the Konza — the first and only dual axis tracker designed to move with you, and harness the power of the sun every moment it shines.

FIND OUT MORE

About
The Konza Portable Solar Tracker takes its name from the native peoples who survived the harsh prairie climate for thousands of years, where the native tallgrass sways and the hills meet the horizon for as far as the eye can see.

Read more

Mark@MOSER-LLC.com
www.KonzaSolar.com

Uses
The Konza can change the way you live, work and play. You might be a farmer, a scientist, a homeowner, or even part of an emergency team. Whatever your situation, when life takes you to remote areas, power is expensive and hard to come by.

Read more

Models & Pricing
Choose from one of three standard models, depending on just how much energy you need. These hardworking, cost-efficient devices can be tailored for exactly how you plan to use them. Each basic unit consists of the tracking unit itself.

Read more
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